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(1) 8” (203mm) Aluminum Woofer
The 81ST4 is one of several options in our line of landscape subwoofers designed for local zone 
bass performance. This small area subwoofer can be configured with 1 satellite speaker as a mono 
channel, 2 satellite speakers as a 2.1 stereo, or with multiple satellite speakers in small patio areas.

Having mastered the mix of excellence in design, technology, and superior sound, outdoor 
entertainment has never been so complete. Designed with motion in mind, James Loudspeaker 
outdoor systems provide consistent sound levels in multiple stereo listening areas: by the pool, 
next to guests mingling at the barbecue, or at the surrounding tennis courts. James subterranean 
subwoofer’s direct burial, 8” compression band pass design creates unrivaled low end frequency 
response, while the external hooded port, aircraft/marine grade aluminum enclosure, aluminum 
woofer, and stainless steel hardware provide superior protection in extreme weather.

All James subterranean subwoofers are designed to be buried underground leaving only the 
hooded port visible. With a standard verde finish as well as the availability of custom color 
options with an additional charge, these subwoofers are able to be completely camouflaged into 
the environment, leaving as little visual impact as possible.

 Size 10.95 h x 10.5 w x 10.5 d (in)
  278 h x 267 w x 267 d (mm)
 Freq Response 28-180Hz±3dB
 Impedance  4 ohms
 Sensitivity  87dB 2.83V /1m
 Power req.  50-350W 
 Woofer  (1) 8” (203mm) Aluminum
 Enclosure  Aluminum 
 Weight 27lbs/12kg

81ST4 LANDSCAPE SERIES
8” PASSIVE  SUBTERRANEAN SUBWOOFER
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(1) 8” (203mm) Aluminum Woofer
The 81ST70 is one of several options in our line of landscape subwoofers designed for local zone 
bass performance. This small area subwoofer can be configured with 1 satellite speaker as a mono 
channel, 2 satellite speakers as a 2.1 stereo, or with multiple satellite speakers in small patio areas.
Having mastered the mix of excellence in design, technology, and superior sound, outdoor 
entertainment has never been so complete. Designed with motion in mind, James Loudspeaker  
outdoor systems provide consistent sound levels in multiple stereo listening areas: by the pool, 
next to guests mingling at the barbecue, or at the surrounding tennis courts. James subterranean 
subwoofer’s direct burial, 8” compression band pass design creates unrivaled low end frequency 
response, while the external hooded port, aircraft/marine grade aluminum enclosure, aluminum 
woofer, and stainless steel hardware provide superior protection in extreme weather.

All James subterranean subwoofers are designed to be buried underground leaving only the 
hooded port visible. With a standard verde finish as well as the availability of custom color 
options with an additional charge, these subwoofers are able to be completely camouflaged into 
the environment, leaving as little visual impact as possible.

James 70 volt speakers are equipped with an all-copper toroidal transformer, designed to 
eliminate distortion and frequency loss, providing high quality, crystal clear, full range audio. 
This 8” subwoofer uses a 100 Watt transformer delivering an impressive amount of bass.

 Size 10.95 h x 10.5 w x 10.5 d (in)
  278 h x 267 w x 267 d (mm)
 Freq Response 28-180Hz±3dB
 Impedance  70 volt
 Sensitivity  87dB 2.83V /1m
 Power req.  70V (100W Transformer) 
 Woofer  (1) 8” (203mm) Aluminum
 Enclosure  Aluminum 
 Weight 29lbs/13kg

81ST70 LANDSCAPE SERIES
8” PASSIVE  SUBTERRANEAN SUBWOOFER
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(1) 10” (254mm) Aluminum Woofer
The 101ST4 is one of several options in our line of landscape subwoofers designed for local zone 
bass performance. Intended for small to medium sized areas, it can be configured with any array 
of satellite speakers in a mono system, a 2.1 stereo system, or any combination of satellite 
configurations in a variety of outdoor areas.

Having mastered the mix of excellence in design, technology, and superior sound, outdoor 
entertainment has never been so complete. Designed with motion in mind, James Loudspeaker 
outdoor systems provide consistent sound levels in multiple stereo listening areas: by the pool, 
next to guests mingling at the barbecue, or at the surrounding tennis courts. 
James Subterranean subwoofer’s direct burial, 10” compression band pass design creates 
unrivaled low end frequency response, while the external hooded port, aircraft/marine grade 
aluminum enclosure, aluminum woofer, and stainless steel hardware provide superior 
protection in extreme weather.

All James subterranean subwoofers are designed to be buried underground leaving only the 
hooded port visible. With a standard verde finish as well as the availability of custom color 
options with an additional charge, these subwoofers are able to be completely camouflaged into 
the environment, leaving as little visual impact as possible.

 Size 14.375 h x 11.125 w x 18.5 d (in)
  365 h x 282 w x 469 d (mm)
 Freq Response 24-140Hz±3dB
 Impedance  4 ohms
 Sensitivity  88dB 2.83V /1m
 Power req.  50-500W    
 Woofer  (1) 10” (254mm) Aluminum
 Enclosure  Aluminum
 Weight 40lbs/18kg 

101ST4 LANDSCAPE SERIES
10” PASSIVE  SUBTERRANEAN SUBWOOFER
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(1) 10” (254mm) Aluminum Woofer
The 101ST70 is one of several options in our line of landscape subwoofers designed for local 
zone bass performance. Intended for small to medium sized areas, it can be configured with any 
array of satellite speakers in a mono system, a 2.1 stereo system, or any combination of satellite 
configurations in a variety of outdoor areas.

Having mastered the mix of excellence in design, technology, and superior sound, outdoor 
entertainment has never been so complete. Designed with motion in mind, James Loudspeaker  
outdoor systems provide consistent sound levels in multiple stereo listening areas: by the pool, 
next to guests mingling at the barbecue, or at the surrounding tennis courts. 
James subterranean subwoofer’s direct burial, 10” compression band pass design creates 
unrivaled low end frequency response, while the external hooded port, aircraft/marine grade 
aluminum enclosure, aluminum woofer, and stainless steel hardware provide superior 
protection in extreme weather.

All James subterranean subwoofers are designed to be buried underground leaving only the 
hooded port visible. With a standard verde finish as well as the availability of custom color 
options with an additional charge, these subwoofers are able to be completely camouflaged into 
the environment, leaving as little visual impact as possible.

James 70 volt speakers are equipped with an all-copper toroidal transformer, designed to 
eliminate distortion and frequency loss, providing high quality, crystal clear, full range audio. 
This 10” subwoofer uses a 100 Watt transformer delivering powerful bass with high clarity.

 Size 14.375 h x 11.125 w x 18.5 d (in)
  365 h x 282 w x 469 d (mm)
 Freq Response 24-140Hz±3dB
 Impedance  70 volt
 Sensitivity  88dB 2.83V /1m
 Power req.  70V (100W Transformer)    
 Woofer  (1) 10” (254mm) Aluminum
 Enclosure  Aluminum
 Weight 42lbs/19kg 

101ST70 LANDSCAPE SERIES
10” PASSIVE  SUBTERRANEAN SUBWOOFER
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(1) 12” (304mm) Aluminum Woofer

The ST12-4 is one of several options in our line of landscape subwoofers designed for local zone 

bass performance. Tailored for medium sized audio zones where extra SPL is required, it can be 

configured with any array of satellite speakers in a mono system, a 2.1 stereo system, 

or any combination of satellite configurations in a variety of outdoor areas.

Having mastered the mix of excellence in design, technology, and superior sound, outdoor 

entertainment has never been so complete. Designed with motion in mind, James Loudspeaker 

outdoor systems provide consistent sound levels in multiple stereo listening areas: by the pool, 

next to guests mingling at the barbecue, or at the surrounding tennis courts. 

James Subterranean subwoofer’s direct burial, 12” compression band pass design creates 

unrivaled low end frequency response, while the external hooded port, aircraft/marine grade 

aluminum enclosure, aluminum woofer, and stainless steel hardware provide superior protection 

in extreme weather.

All James subterranean subwoofers are designed to be buried underground leaving only the 

hooded port visible. With a standard verde finish as well as the availability of custom color 

options with an additional charge, these subwoofers are able to be completely camouflaged into 

the environment, leaving as little visual impact as possible.

 Size 11.75 h x 14 w x 16.5 d (in)
  356 h x 356 w x 412 d (mm) 
 Freq Response 22-140Hz±3dB
 Impedance  4 ohms
 Sensitivity  91dB 2.83V /1m
 Power req.  50-1000W    
 Woofer  (1) 12” (304mm) Aluminum
 Enclosure  Aluminum
 Weight 64lbs/29kg 

ST12-4 LANDSCAPE SERIES
12” PASSIVE  SUBTERRANEAN SUBWOOFER
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(1) 12” (304mm) Aluminum Woofer
The 121ST70 is one of several options in our line of landscape subwoofers designed for local zone 
bass performance. Tailored for medium sized audio zones where extra SPL is required, it can be 
configured with any array of satellite speakers in a mono system, a 2.1 stereo system, 
or any combination of satellite configurations in a variety of outdoor areas.

Having mastered the mix of excellence in design, technology, and superior sound, outdoor 
entertainment has never been so complete. Designed with motion in mind, James Loudspeaker  
outdoor systems provide consistent sound levels in multiple stereo listening areas: by the pool, 
next to guests mingling at the barbecue, or at the surrounding tennis courts. 
James subterranean subwoofer’s direct burial, 12” compression band pass design creates 
unrivaled low end frequency response, while the external hooded port, aircraft/marine grade 
aluminum enclosure, aluminum woofer, and stainless steel hardware provide superior protection 
in extreme weather.

All James subterranean subwoofers are designed to be buried underground leaving only the 
hooded port visible. With a standard verde finish as well as the availability of custom color 
options with an additional charge, these subwoofers are able to be completely camouflaged into 
the environment, leaving as little visual impact as possible.

James 70 volt speakers are equipped with an all-copper toroidal transformer, designed to 
eliminate distortion and frequency loss, providing high quality, crystal clear, full range audio. 
This 12” subwoofer uses a 200 Watt transformer delivering a powerful punch with an impressive 
amount of high quality bass.

 Size 11.75 h x 14 w x 16.5 d (in)
  356 h x 356 w x 412 d (mm) 
 Freq Response 22-140Hz±3dB
 Impedance  70 volt
 Sensitivity  91dB 2.83V /1m
 Power req.  70V (200W Transformer)    
 Woofer  (1) 12” (304mm) Aluminum
 Enclosure  Aluminum
 Weight 66lbs/30kg 

121ST70 LANDSCAPE SERIES
12” PASSIVE  SUBTERRANEAN SUBWOOFER
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(1) 15” (381mm) Aluminum Woofer
The 151ST4 is one of several options in our line of landscape subwoofers designed for local zone 
bass performance. Tailored for medium to large sized audio zones where high SPL is required, 
it can be configured with any array of satellite speakers in a mono system, a 2.1 stereo system, 
or any combination of satellite configurations in a variety of outdoor areas.

Having mastered the mix of excellence in design, technology, and superior sound, outdoor 
entertainment has never been so complete. Designed with motion in mind, James Loudspeaker 
outdoor systems provide consistent sound levels in multiple stereo listening areas: by the pool, 
next to guests mingling at the barbecue, or at the surrounding tennis courts. 
James Subterranean subwoofer’s direct burial, 15” compression band pass design creates 
unrivaled low end frequency response, while the external hooded port, aircraft/marine grade 
aluminum enclosure, aluminum woofer, and stainless steel hardware provide superior 
protection in extreme weather.

All James subterranean subwoofers are designed to be buried underground leaving only the 
hooded port visible. With a standard black finish as well as the availability of custom color 
options with an additional charge, these subwoofers are able to be completely camouflaged into 
the environment, leaving as little visual impact as possible.

 Size 16.5 h x 16.5 w x 22.5 d (in)
  412 h x 412 w x 571 d (mm) 
 Freq Response 20-120Hz±3dB
 Impedance  4 ohms
 Sensitivity  91dB 2.83V /1m
 Power req.  50-1000W    
 Woofer  (1) 15” (381mm) Aluminum
 Enclosure  Aluminum
 Weight 113lbs/51kg 

151ST4 LANDSCAPE SERIES
15” PASSIVE  SUBTERRANEAN SUBWOOFER
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(1) 15” (381mm) Aluminum Woofer
The 151ST70 is one of several options in our line of landscape subwoofers designed for local zone 
bass performance. Tailored for medium to large sized audio zones where high SPL is required, 
it can be configured with any array of satellite speakers in a mono system, a 2.1 stereo system, 
or any combination of satellite configurations in a variety of outdoor areas.

Having mastered the mix of excellence in design, technology, and superior sound, outdoor 
entertainment has never been so complete. Designed with motion in mind, James Loudspeaker  
outdoor systems provide consistent sound levels in multiple stereo listening areas: by the pool, 
next to guests mingling at the barbecue, or at the surrounding tennis courts. 
James subterranean subwoofer’s direct burial, 15” compression band pass design creates 
unrivaled low end frequency response, while the external hooded port, aircraft/marine grade 
aluminum enclosure, aluminum woofer, and stainless steel hardware provide superior 
protection in extreme weather.

All James subterranean subwoofers are designed to be buried underground leaving only the 
hooded port visible. With a standard black finish as well as the availability of custom color 
options with an additional charge, these subwoofers are able to be completely camouflaged into 
the environment, leaving as little visual impact as possible.

James 70 volt speakers are equipped with an all-copper toroidal transformer, designed to 
eliminate distortion and frequency loss, providing high quality, crystal clear, full range audio. 
This 15” subwoofer uses a 200 Watt transformer delivering ground-shaking levels of deep, 
powerful bass.

 Size 16.5 h x 16.5 w x 22.5 d (in)
  412 h x 412 w x 571 d (mm) 
 Freq Response 20-120Hz±3dB
 Impedance  70 volt
 Sensitivity  91dB 2.83V /1m
 Power req.  70V (200W Transformer)   
 Woofer  (1) 15” (381mm) Aluminum
 Enclosure  Aluminum
 Weight 115lbs/52kg 

151ST70 LANDSCAPE SERIES
15” PASSIVE  SUBTERRANEAN SUBWOOFER
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211ST SUBTERRANEAN SERIES
21” SUBTERRANEAN SUBWOOFER

 Size 24 h x 24 w x 24 d (in)
  610 h x 610 w x 610 d (mm)
 Freq Response 18-120Hz±3dB
 Impedance 4 ohms
 Sensitivity 91dB 2.83V /1m
 Power req. 1000 watts
 Woofer (1) 21” (534mm) Aluminum
 Enclosure Aluminum

(1) 21” Internal Active Woofer
The 211ST 21” subterranean subwoofer was developed for high SPL bass output outdoor 
applications. In features a powerful 21” transducer for maximum excursion and SPL.There is no 70V 
version though it can be used as a 70V sub by being driven by an M1000 subwoofer amp which 
produces 70V output. No 70V transformers are used in the 211ST even for 70V application. All 
applications should be bi-amped. 

James’ Landscape Speakers have mastered the mix of excellence in design, technology and superior 
sound... outdoor entertainment has never been so complete. The 70 volt system allows for runs up 
to a 1/4 mile without signal loss. Speakers placed in countless hidden positions can be aimed and 
sound suddenly snaps into focus: by the pool, next to guests mingling by the bbq or surrounding 
the tennis courts. 

All Specifications are subject to change. An outdoor performance so discrete it is never found. 

MADE 
IN THE

USA

DREAM IT! - WE CAN BUILD IT!
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